The International Day of Medical Physics has been celebrated in Poland since its establishment in 2013.

On this occasion, the Krakow Branch of the Polish Society of Medical Physics is organizing in cooperation with Student’s Science Club of Medical Physics KERMA the fifth jubilee meeting at Faculty of Physics and Applied Computer Science AGH University of Science and Technology, details in attached poster.

The Szczecin Branch of the Polish Society of Medical Physics is organizing meeting on Friday 9.11.2018 together with Faculty of Mathematics and Physics University of Szczecin; Medical Physics Department Pomeranian Medical University in Szczecin and West-Pomeranian Oncology Centre in Szczecin. The tradition of this special event is Medical Physics Contest for Upper Secondary School, and special Lectures given by prominent invited speakers including such as President of Polish Society of Medical Physics (in past years). Details at web-site http://fm.usz.edu.pl/index.php/o-konkursie/

The PSMP – branch in Warsaw (PTFM-Warsaw) is organizing a lot of events to celebrate IDMP2018. Our goal is to highlight role of MPE in healthcare and importance of application of physics in medicine. We decided to reach this goal by public information:

- On 7th November MPEs from Radiotherapy Treatment Planning Group of Medical Physics Department Warsaw Oncology Centre – Maria Skłodowska -Curie Institute will organize meetings with patients and their families to show the role of MPE in treatment process.
- Same day PTFM-Warsaw together with Maria Skłodowska Curie Museum of Polish Chemical Society will organize special evening visiting tour combine with presentation of invited speaker prof. Andrzej Kajetan Wróblewski
- Our PTFM-Warsaw’s Treasurer Elect will have opportunity to speak about IDMP2018 and importance of role of MP at Polish Radio channel no 4, at 06.11.2018
- We invited a film crew from “Matura to Bzdura” YouTube channel (we can try to translate it as “A-levels is rubbish”) the polish well known real-time stand up which usually reach on YouTube 150 thousand up to 2,5 million views. We keep our finger crossed for his episode concerning checking general knowledge about medical physics.
- On 8th November Women in Nuclear Poland together with Medical Physics & Radiobiology & Diagnostic Imaging Committee of Polish Academy of Science organize symposium held on Faculty of Mechatronics Warsaw University of Technology. Dean of this Faculty is prof Natalia Golnik, our Member, involved in medical physics and radiation protection field. Main theme of this symposium is application of Physics in Medicine therefore we invite woman working in organization such National Centre for Nuclear Research, National Atomic Agency, Central Laboratory for Radiation Protection, and last but not least President Elect of PTFM-Warsaw.